AZLotts N.V. ($FUNDS) Token Disclaimer

Introduction
This platform is created, run, and supervised by Azlotts N.V. The primary
business of Azlotts N.V. (hereinafter referred to as “$FUNDS Platform”, the
“Company” or the “Platform”) is to offer $FUNDS tokens to promote lifetime lottery
tickets. Every million $FUNDS traded generates a lifetime lottery ticket, allowing
token holders and their international partners to enjoy different streams. The
Company accomplishes this by providing its token, $FUNDS.
Use of and access to the Platform and the data, materials, services, and other
content accessible on or via the Platform are governed by these terms of use and all
relevant laws.

Terms and Conditions
The Website https://funds.one/ (hereinafter, referred to as the "Website")
provides generic data, incorporating tools such as calculators that illustrate scenarios
depending on the information provided by the user. However, it must be noted that
Azlotts N.V. is not an investment nor a financial adviser. The results of the calculator
must not be accepted as an alternative for professional advice. The user is not
permitted and nor can depend on the Website for legal guidance, business and
taxation information, financial advice, or any other advice. The Website is not
accountable for the actions, judgments, or other actions taken by the user in reliance
upon the Website.

High-Risk Investment
Exchanging cryptocurrency tokens comes with high risk. It may not be
favorable for all investors. Before electing to trade, the user must contemplate their
investment goals and their level of knowledge and risk. There is a likelihood that the
user could sustain losses to their investment. The user must stay aware of all the

risks related to cryptocurrency tokens and their trading, and seek guidance from a
financial advisor.
The case studies and videos available on the Website are used to illustrate
different financial situations based on user experiences. $FUNDS takes reasonable
care while publishing these case studies and videos, however, it must be noted that
some of the stories are real and others are told by Tokens holders, Advisors and
consumers. Any conclusions, advice, research, analyses, expenses, or other data
included on this Website is given as general market commentary and does not
comprise investment information.
Azlotts N.V. will not acknowledge liability for any loss or damage, including
without limitation to, any loss of profit, which may occur directly or indirectly from the
practice of or reliance on such data. All principles reflected on this Website are
controlled by the respective writer and must not be deemed as guidance in any form.
Azlotts N.V. gives rise to no representation or warranties as to the precision
and or timeline of the data included therein. A skilled professional must be consulted
before making any financial determination.

Third-Party Links
$FUNDS may contain external links to other websites or content belonging to
or originating from third parties or links to websites and features in banners or other
advertising, for your convenience. We are particular about the external websites we
link, nonetheless, such links are not examined, scrutinized, or tested for accuracy,
validity, reliability, or accessibility. The Website does not warrant, endorse,
guarantee, or take responsibility for the reliability of any data presented by third-party
websites bound by the website or features linked in any advertisement. We will not
be a party to or be liable for overseeing any transaction between the user and thirdparty providers of goods or services. Please report any defective links through the
feedback form at the bottom of the affected page.
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AT YOUR OWN RISK AND IS SUBJECT TO THEIR TERMS OF USE.

No Warranties
Azlotts N.V. offers no warranties and makes no representation that the data
provided by the calculators and tools are suitable for your specific conditions or
demonstrates that you should follow a particular course of action. The Website is
provided on an "as is" footing without any warranties concerning the Website or any
content, data, materials, and services offered on it.

Limitation of Liability
Unless otherwise mandated by law, in no event shall the owners of, or
contributors to, the Website be liable for any damages of any kind, including, but not
limited to, loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of data arising out of or in any way
connected with the use of the Website.

Indemnification
By using the Website, you consent to indemnify, protect and hold harmless
Azlotts N.V., its officers, employees, agents, information providers, licensors, and
licensees, against any claims, losses, and costs arising out of (a) any breach by you
of these Terms and (b) your use of or activities on the Website. We withhold the right,
to accept the defense and control of any issue otherwise subject to indemnification
by you. You shall not enter into any settlement agreement which influences the rights
of any of the Indemnified Parties or compels the taking of any action by any of them,
without our prior written authorization.

Last Amendment
This disclaimer was modified for the last time on 22nd of September 2021.

